Numerical Analysis of TGU Windows Under Blast – GLASS-SHARD Outlook
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Abstract

The analysis of load-bearing capacity and the determination of blast protection levels for ordinary glass windows and façade components in buildings is known to represent a design and research issue of crucial importance. In the same way, reliable methods to address this issue are mostly based on cost and management expensive experimental investigations on full-size samples. According to the tendency of recent years, this paper presents some of major outcomes of Finite Element (FE) numerical methods and simulations that have been explored in the framework of the GLASS-SHARD research project for glass windows and facades under explosion or soft-body impact. The attention is focused on the analysis of a Triple Glass Unit (TGU), so as to address the blast performance of a rather ordinary glass window for buildings characterized by the presence of multiple laminated glass (LG) layers, on one side, and by the presence of two interposed gas cavities. The TGU blast performance is investigated in terms of load-bearing capacity of single components, with respect to variations in the input blast loads (stand-off distance $R$, charge $W$, etc).
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1. **Introduction**

Laminated glass (LG) elements are widely used in buildings to cover windows, facades and curtains for ordinary or strategic buildings. For ordinary buildings, the increasing use of double (IGU) or even triple (TGU) insulated glass units derives in most of cases from thermal and acoustic insulation needs, rather than on safety concerns.

Under accidental and extreme design actions, it is generally recognized that glass components represent the most vulnerable element and a possible severe risk for people, due to the intrinsic brittleness of glass and to the possible propagation of shards. In this sense, several research studies have been dedicated, especially in the last few years, to the analysis of glass windows and facades under accidental actions, see for example (Bedon et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2020; Figuli et al. 2021; etc.). Even more attention has been spent for glass systems under blast loading, including – when possible – both experimental and Finite Element (FE) numerical investigations (Larcher et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2013; etc.).

Besides, glass components still represent a critical presence in buildings and constructed facilities, and this is especially the case of ordinary buildings and windows that are not specifically designed to resist possible explosive events. In this regard, this paper aims at exploring the blast performance of ordinary TGU windows when exposed to blast loading. This is carried out with the support of refined FE numerical models, within the framework of GLASS-SHARD research project. Selected outcomes are discussed in the following sections.

2. **GLASS-SHARD research project**

There are no doubts about the high vulnerability of glass windows and facades under blast, and this cognition is in line with the huge but still consistent increase of research studies and applications on glass components under explosion. The GLASS-SHARD research project, in this sense, aimed at providing further research knowledge in this direction, but with a focus on rather complex glass systems that are often used in ordinary buildings, such as in the case of TGUs.

Most of existing literature studies are in fact focused on simple LG panels with rather ideal boundary conditions, under the effects of blast pressure (Larcher et al. 2012). Such a trend is in line with existing standards that regulate the experimental assessment of blast loaded glazed systems. Besides, it is generally recognized that basic parameters do not reflect the complexity of real systems in buildings.

In general, the failure mechanisms of a simple LG panel with linear restraints at the edges can be subdivided in five specific phases, namely described as in the following (Larcher et al. 2012):

1. Elastic behaviour of the glass plies
2. The first glass ply is broken, the other is still intact; the interlayer is not damaged
3. The second glass ply fails; the interlayer behaves elastically
4. The interlayer behaves plastically; the splinters are kept together by the interlayer
5. The interlayer fails by reaching its failure strength or by cutting from the splinters

In this sense, FE methods can efficiently capture this kind of mechanisms (Larcher et al. 2013). However, what happens when the blast loaded system is characterized by the presence of multiple LG panels, or non-ideal restraints, or even interposed gas cavities? And how the failure evolution in the glazed system components can affect the overall evaluation of overall load-bearing capacity under blast?
3. Selected numerical investigations

3.1. Reference glass window and loading setup

The present numerical investigation takes inspiration from (Sielicki et al. 2020), where TGU samples have been experimentally explored under arena blast tests.

The typical glass window, 1 × 1 m in dimension, consisted of three LG panels (0.88 × 0.88 m the net dimensions) and a polycarbonate frame to restrain them along the edges. The final result was characterized by free bending span of 0.85 m on both width and height.

Glass composition was described according to Figure 1, that is with three double LG layers composed of AN glass and PVB bonding foils (44.4 for the external side, 33.1 for the middle panel, 44.1 for the internal side). Among these LG panels, two cavity chambers with thickness of 6 mm and 8 mm respectively where realized.

![Fig. 1: Original TGU window, from (Sielicki et al. 2020), taken into account to inspire the present FE numerical study (nominal dimensions in mm): (a) window specimen; (b) front view; (c) cross-section detail; (d) TGU composition detail.](image)

3.2. Finite Element numerical model

The reference FE numerical model was developed in ABAQUS/Explicit (Simulia 2021), so as to reproduce the nominal geometrical features for the TGU sample in Figure 1.

At first, a careful attention was paid to the accuracy of results but also to the computational efficiency of numerical simulations. In this sense, the final FE assembly was obtained from a combination of shell elements, brick elements and special nodal connectors (Figure 2).

![Fig. 2: Reference numerical model (ABAQUS): exploded view of (a) glass panels; (b) TGU sealing; (c) frame and mechanical nodal connectors.](image)
More specifically, the external and internal LG panels were described in the form of multilayer composite shell elements, by accounting for their nominal sandwich section (Figure 2(a)). The middle LG panel was described with solid brick elements. The TGU assembly was sealed along the edges by a solid brick tape (equivalent composite section in Figure 2(b)). The so enclosed unit was then restrained to a shell-based frame with the support of nodal connectors to reproduce the effect of silicone layers and gaskets (Figure 2(c)). Finally, the frame members were rigidly restrained, to reproduce their connection to the rigid concrete wall from the original experimental investigation in (Sielicki et al. 2020).

In between the glass panels of Figure 2(a), the gas cavities were taken into account via “fluid cavity interaction” option from ABAQUS library, with input calibration for the pneumatic gas law carried out as in (Bedon & Amadio 2017; Bedon & Amadio 2020).

Regarding the mechanical characterization of materials, nominal values and consolidated constitutive laws were used for the parametric study. More precisely:

- Glass: the “brittle cracking” material option from ABAQUS library was taken into account. For annealed glass, input parameters are calibrated as in (Larcher et al. 2016; Bedon et al. 2017; and others).
- PVB: an elastic-plastic constitutive law was used. For the present analysis, the input parameters for stress and strain under impulsive loads were taken from the experimental investigation reported in (Zhang et al. 2013). This input law was combined with “ductile damage” material option, to include possible tearing of interlayers after glass fracture.
- Polycarbonate: also in this case, an elastic-plastic constitutive law was used in combination with “ductile damage” option. This assumption allowed to introduce a relatively brittle failure mechanism for frame members characterized by minimum plastic capacity.
- Bonding sealant layers: in this case, a set of distributed equivalent nodal connectors is used to mechanically restrain the TGU panels to the frame (Figure 2(c)). The translational DOFs of each “cartesian” connector were set to fail after 0.5 mm of relative displacement at the interface of glass and frame. This assumption was established to allow simulating the local (if any) and progressive occurrence of failure resulting in possible fall-out of TGU from the frame installation.

The so assembled and characterized FE assembly was rigidly restrained at the external faces of polycarbonate frame, in order to take into account the actual boundary condition for an ordinary TGU window as a part of a building.

Finally, a special care was dedicated to blast loading description. All the blast configurations were numerically described with the support of CONWEP incident wave interaction from ABAQUS library (Simulia 2021). This assumption facilitated the analysis of multiple loading conditions, based on the definition of detonation point location (stand-off distance $R$, in m) and mass of explosive charge $W$ (TNT equivalent, in kg). For sake of clarity in discussion of parametric numerical results, all the explored configurations are herein described as a function of the calculated scaled distance $Z$ of blast loading (in m):

$$Z = \frac{R}{\sqrt{W}}$$

In the present investigation, the range of variation was in between 0.2 kg and 12.15 kg for the equivalent mass $W$ of TNT, while the stand-off distance was taken in the range of 2-15 meters from the surface of the exposed glass panel. Finally, the height from ground of the detonation point was
preliminary placed in line with the center of glass. Possible unsymmetrical and eccentrical detonations were excluded from this first round of simulations.

3.3. Performance indicators for blast assessment of TGU window

For the parametric analysis of TGU window under blast, the attention is focused on a list of performance indicators that should be able to describe the occurrence and propagation of failure mechanisms in the most relevant window components, namely glass panes, frame members, and bonding layers. The goal of FE simulation in blast, in general terms, is to verify the capacity of a given glass window or façade component to resist the input pressure and to prevent any kind of penetration of the blast wave in the building. While such a performance can be easily perceived and quantified from experimental investigations, more uncertainty can rely on the side of FE numerical models. In this specific study, the progressive damage evolution as a function of input blast parameters was quantified in terms of “failure time” under blast pressure for the following performance indicators (if any):

- First cracks in glass layers (external, middle, internal panels)
- First yielding of PVB foils
- First yielding of polycarbonate frame members
- Rupture of sealant layers in between the glass panels and the supporting frame
- Failure of PVB foils (tearing)
- Fall-out of glass window (based on limitation of a maximum out-of-plane deflection exceeding 1/3rd the bending span)

To this aim, through the dynamic Explicit simulations, careful consideration was paid for the step-by-step analysis of stress and strain trends in all the TGU components, as well as for the analysis of some relevant material indicators, such as the DUTCRT non-dimensional parameter for fracture (DUTCRT=1 to denote full damage, or 0 for undamaged elements) and the IWCONWEP pressure parameter to monitor the propagation and evolution in time of blast waves on the exposed surfaces of glass. Finally, the behaviour of TGU system was also addressed by analysing possible variations in time for the pressure and volume (PCAV, CVOL) of the two gas cavities interposed to glass panes.

Figures 3 and 4 present some selected examples.

![Example of damage detection in TGU components (ABAQUS)](image)

**Fig. 3:** Example of damage detection in TGU components (ABAQUS): (a) propagation of cracks in glass (with elastic PVB in blue); (b) fracture initiation in the frame members (in red) or (c) in PVB foils.
3.4. Selected numerical results

The quantitative analysis of TGU system under various blast loading conditions was carried out with a focus on performance parameters recalled in Section 3.3. In Figure 5, selected examples of typical dynamic responses are proposed for the TGU system under $W=6$ kg and $R=8$ m ($Z=4.40$ m from Eq. (1)).
As it can be seen in Figure 5(a), the out-of-plane deflection at the center of glass panels was monitored to assess the effects of failure initiation. The presence of polycarbonate frame members in support of TGU panels was found, as also expected, to act as partially flexible linear support for glass layers. This can be seen in Figure 5(b), where the deflection at the mid-span section of frame mullions is compared with the relative out-of-plane displacement of external glass panel. The presence of gas cavities in the TGU system was typically associated to a composite bending response for the sandwich resisting section. Besides, this composite section can behave efficiently as far as the cavity boundaries are intact (i.e., glass, PVB layers, sealants at the edges). In this regard, Figure 5(c) shows the percentage variation in time for the volume of gas cavities #1 and #2. While the original volume increases and decreases with out-of-plane bending of glass panels as in Figure 5(a), there is also clear evidence of failure occurrence. Failure in LG panels was detected on the side of glass in terms of principal stress evolution, as in Figures 5(d) and (e). Once both the glass layers in LG are cracked, plastic deformation and even fracture was observed in the interposed PVB layers, as shown in Figure 5(f).

3.5. Parametric analysis of failure trends

From the extended FE parametric study of TGU sample under various blast loading conditions, some useful feedback can be derived in terms of load-bearing capacity and residual performances expected as a function of input explosion.

For the examined $Z$ configurations, in the present study, glass fracture was achieved for all the glass panes, with different evolution in time. In this sense, the TGU system never offered appropriate glass strength against the input pressure. Besides, additional load-bearing capacity can be also offered by PVB interlayers, frame members and details. In this sense, Figure 6(a) shows the calculated failure time (deprived of arrival time for the blast wave) for the first crack appearance on external and internal glass panels, as a function of $Z$. It can be seen that the so-calculated failure time follows a rather linear trend with $Z$, and the scatter for external-internal interval decreases with $Z$ increase. For the same blast configurations, the first fracture / yielding of polycarbonate frame members is proposed in Figure 6(b). It can be seen that this happens always after glass fracture, and the failure time trend with $Z$ is rather similar to Figure 6(a). Finally, Figure 6(c) shows the calculated failure time in terms of first exceedance of out-of-plane deflection (at the centre of window) exceeding $1/3$rd of its bending span. Also in this case, bending limit condition is relatively late event, compared to others. Most importantly, the out-of-plane bending configuration is not achieved for all the tested configurations.

In this sense, Figure 6(d) shows the evolution of residual capacity that the examined TGU could offer in terms of damage evolution in principal window components. More precisely, the $R_{time}$ coefficient is used as multiplicator factor for the first glass cracking of external pane (from Figure 6(a)), and thus can be used to estimate the residual post-cracked performance of the TGU window as a whole, once the most vulnerable component (i.e., the external glass layer exposed to the incoming blast wave) is cracked. In general, for Figure 6(d), it is in fact assumed for the $i$-th TGU component that:

$$t_f^{(i)} = t_{f,1} \times R_{time} \quad (2)$$

where $t_{f,1}$ is the first damage evidence (i.e., the most critical component – the external glass panel, in the present study), deprived of arrival time for blast wave.
4. Conclusions

The analysis of load-bearing capacity of Triple Glass Units (TGUs) under blast loading has been numerically explored in this paper, within the framework of GLASS-SHARD research project. As shown, the attention was focused on the numerical analysis or rather common TGU windows for ordinary buildings, but at the same time rather complex mechanical systems from a blast performance assessment point of view. Some major outcomes of a refined Finite Element (FE) numerical analysis have been thus discussed in the paper, with a special attention for the analysis of damage initiation and evolution in the principal TGU components, as well as on the definition of reliable and generalized performance indicators to quantify and assess the load-bearing capacity of blast-loaded complex glazed systems.
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